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1 Introduction
1.1 The George
The George is a beautiful art-deco building in Bath Street,
Portobello. Although built as a cinema, it has recently been
operating as a bingo hall. Now the building stands vacant with a
question over its future. Interested members of the community
and Out of the Blue, an arts organisation with premises in
nearby Leith, have been discussing the possiblilty of bringing
the building back into use as a community arts facility, while in
turn, securing its future for generations to come.
A local interested group, including an architect and members
of the community, has been looking into the viability of taking
on the space. They have conducted a feasibility study and are
aware that transport and access issues are pertinent to any
use of the site. Local people love the building and recognise
that there is a demand for more community space in the area.

Historic traffic calming measures in Bath Street

Sustrans was approached for our expertise regarding
neighbourhoods and sustainable travel, (walking, cycling and
public transport) with a view to examining local issues and
opportunities related to the site and its future potential uses.
Sustrans agreed to facilitate a focus group that sought to
understand the views of local residents regarding current and
future constraints and opportunities for Bath Street, in relation to
The George. Sustrans maintains an impartial view on the use
of the building, but is keen to work with all local communities to
maximise opportunities for people to travel sustainably.
A site visit was undertaken on the 18th November to observe
the neighbourhood and gather digital photos to be used during
the focus group meeting.
1.2 Focus Group
The focus group was held on Monday 21 November 2016,
from 7-9pm. In attendance were 6 local residents, all of whom
live in close proximity to the building, a member of Portobello
Community Council, a local architect with a personal interest

Streets in the neighbourhood have varied widths and building typologies
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in the project and the Manager of Out of the Blue, who are
considering whether they could operate the building as their
venue. The group was facilitated by Fiona Goodbody and
Cosmo Blake from Sustrans Scotland,

2 Token Travel Research

Before the focus group took place, Sustrans and Out of the
Blue researched how people travelled to The Drill Hall in Leith,
to get a sense of the likely breakdown of journeys to a similar
venue. Sustrans’ token counter research tool was used to
gather and visualise the results.
2.1 Research Observations
• Most people travelled on foot to The Drill Hall
• The vast majority travelled sustainably (walk, cycle and
public transport)
• A small proportion travelled by car.

3 Prompting Questions

The token counter research and photographs of the
neighbourhood surrounding The George were presented at the
focus group. The following questions were shared, to stimulate
and guide the conversation:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are you a resident and what is your interest in the site
proposal?
How would you summarise the parking and traffic
pressures/issues in the local area?
How would you rate the walkability, cyclability and transit
options in the local area?
Do you have hopes for the site?
Do you have concerns about the site?
Do you have specific concerns about the proposed project
specifically relating to transport?
How do you think these concerns could be addressed?

The questions did not create an overbearing structure to
the conversation, rather offered a helpful topic guide to the
discussion.

The token travel research tool in situe at the Drill Hall, Leith.
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Positive words about
The George
I like the building
There is a high demand for car parking

4 Focus Group Feedback by Theme:

Points rasied by the focus group were recorded and have been
grouped under common themes as follows:
4.1 Keeping the Building
• Strong resistance to the idea of demolishing the building
• The building is listed and local residents would like to see
it preserved.
• Local residents don’t want to lose the building, they like it.
• Concern that other historic buildings have already been
lost.
• Restore. Retain. Rejuvenate.
• Resident: “It’s a historic site that would be sorely missed if it
were demolished. It’s a fantastic local resource.”
• Resident: “It is clear there are alternatives to demolishing the
space, so why not use it? Why not prioritise a community
space, which would add to the area and help it thrive?”
4.2 The Use of the Site in Bath Street
• Support for use of the site for community arts and work

•
•

•

space
Local residents support the use of the site as a community
and work space (for art, cinema, etc.) over more housing.
Local residents feel that the proposed use of the site would
create a “valuable community space”, local jobs, “add to
the richness of the area”, and reduce the need for local
people to travel out of the area to visit other creative spaces.
Local resident: “Accommodation is not needed more
than community space.” “Liveable space is not just about
accommodation, it’s also about facilities and amenity.”

4.3 Employment and Economics
• Awareness of need for more community and work spaces
in the area
• The proposed project would mean economic development
for the local area with the creation of new jobs, new work
spaces, and community activities.
• Local residents and business owners feel that the Portobello
market is difficult for community enterprises as commercial
interests win over community projects and support housing
over community space.
• Agreement on the commercial viability of the proposal

Iconic
Emotionally attached to it

An iconic, historical building
A feature on Bath Street
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Hopes for The George
as an arts space
Local jobs
Workplace potential

Fewer people traveling
further afield for work,
clogging up other streets
Likewise for seeing
films, performances etc

The city is already losing art
spaces, this is much needed
with a long artist waiting list

Bath Street leads to the beach

•
•
•

•
•

The proposal for the site has sound commercial viability.
The financial sustainability of the site will depend on it
hosting a variety of activities.
Accommodation ancillary to the auditorium - work and
activity space - would be proposed as part of the site
upgrade – increasing the viability of the space and ensuring
the long term economic sustainability of the venue.
The commercial viability of the project may also be enhanced
by the ability to apply for different funding streams in the
context of a multi-functional venue.
From an economic perspective all the businesses in the
area would do well out of having another community space
to attract locals and non-local into the area.

4.4 Community Amenities
• Local residents want more community resources/
spaces. Discussion highlighted the “dwindling number
of opportunities to create facilities and workplaces”
under the pressure of commercial interests tied up in
accommodation. This has meant “fewer and fewer spaces
have been designated for community space”.
• “It takes more than homes to build a community – you

•
•
•

need spaces for people, adults and children”. Portobello
“risks becoming a dormitory commuter suburb – all
accommodation with no space for facilities and events”.
Space for adults in Portobello – too much focus on activities
for children
Out of the Blue: Want to create a space for community
activities and pointed out that there is a city-wide problem
with lack of workspace for creative professionals.
Out of the Blue: It is hard to raise enough capital to purchase
appropriate sites. The George represents a great site, but
they need the community to support the proposal and
move the project forward.

4.5 Movement and Access
• The group agreed that local residents would most likely
walk to the venue given its location. A local audience would
be “less pressure for parking” and less need for intersuburb travel: “Activities for kids are often out of suburb,
having some local would mean people didn’t need to drive
out of the suburb, they could walk instead.”Concern about
existing transport (traffic and parking) issues on Bath Street
and the local area”
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•
•
•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Existing transport issues stem from unsafe driving and
parking issues on surrounding streets, including Bath
Street.
Local Resident: “Parking provision is already stretched
across current residents.”
Community Council Member explained that the parking
issues in the area have been ongoing for many years, with
regular reviews every few years and no solutions. Every
few years the local parking problems are looked into – a
densely accommodated area, with few driveways and lots
of street parking. Streets are overloaded.
Emergency services have concerns about access.
Approximately 4 years ago the Transport Department
looked at the area an offered 3 schemes for public
comment – votes were split 3 ways. Scheme to make the
street 1 way, with parking on one side met with concerns
that this would reduce safety due to cars rat-running at
speed.
Need to take cars off these streets. Council agreed to wider
survey to see how many cars would be displaced if resident
permits were allocated – no difference. The issue remains
unresolved and is a problem on multiple local streets –
Bath Street, Regent Street, Marlborough Street and has
now expanded to others. The problem is spreading.
Deliveries to local businesses are also problematic (Beach
Café, Scotmid). A feeling that the whole area needs to be
looked at traffic wise.
Principal pressures in the area: high density living, parking
congestion, cluttered streets, local school traffic, speeding
on cluttered roads, problems crossing roads on foot and
with prams.
Concern about existing transport (active travel) issues on
Bath Street and the local area
Bath Street is a main link between the High Street and the
Promenade for walkers. People coming by bus use Bath
Street to connect to the Promenade.
It can be difficult crossing local roads because of all the
parked cars – you often have to walk down the middle of
the road. Local residents feel “the parking situation is awful

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

•

for the neighbourhood”.
High Street can feel like “a death trap for cyclists and
pedestrians”. Traffic calming along the streets connecting
High Street to the Promenade would make the area “much
more attractive to walkers and cyclists”.
There can be issues between cyclists, pedestrians and
dog walkers.
There is a perception on the Promenade that cyclists and
pedestrians mixing is dangerous. Not on the Council’s radar
given there are no statistics to support this perception.
There are good public transport links in/to the area, but
some links are missing and the timings can be poor. “There
are limited links across to Leith and gaps in services.”
Gaps could be filled by services that used to exist. #26 is
good. Services need to be regular. #12 service does not
currently extend to Portobello, this would be welcomed by
residents. Services to/from Leith are essential.
Residents discussed if/how the existing transport
pressures could be exacerbated by the proposed plan for
The George need to be identified and mitigated.
Local residents feel that the demographic attracted to the
proposed space would be mainly local or unlikely to travel
by car and that locals would likely walk.
Out of the Blue would proactively encourage people not to
drive if they don’t need to. They currently provide access
information on their website for the Leith site, which sates
there is limited car parking, and outlines alternatives (bike
parking, nearby bus stops).
Residents want to know if existing parking would be
retained, or if parking would be changed to be more
effective. Support for needs-based parking.
Need to weigh up the pressures that could be exacerbated
by using attracting people to the space against the wider
benefits to the community. It would contribute to a thriving
community – there could be an influx of people visiting
businesses in the area.
The George development would probably include one or
two spaces for deliveries/drop-off/disabled parking.

Possible design ideas
for the neighbourhood
Bike parking
Upgrade the paving
Continuous paving with
raised driving ramps for
access paths
Dutch-style shared use
street
One-way system*
A mixture of parallel and
angled parking
* This suggestion is commonly made but must be
carefully considered because one-way systems
sometimes encourage drivers to speed.
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4.6 Design of the Streets and Neighbourhood
• Requests for broader re-imagining of the area, specifically
Bath Street, into a more accessible, shared use space.
• The discussion about the site proposal spurred a
conversation about how the upgrade of the site could be
a good opportunity to examine the whole area and have a
radical re-imagination of the local streets.
• Could Sustrans’ Model Kit be used to re-imagine Bath
Street?
• Local Resident: “Could the history of Bath Street be
highlighted to show off the heritage of it as a public
thoroughfare?”
4.7 Consultation and Research
• There should be more consultation on the design of the
streets and neighbourhood
• The project would need the support of more locals.
• The co-working space, Tribe Porty, around the corner
attracts a similar demographic and could be used to collect
a data set on how people currently travel to the area (nonlocal people).
• Suggestion for a survey of local residents.
• Suggestion that the site proposal broadens to include
consultation on upgrading the surrounding streets,
particularly Bath Street.
• The site should feel community owned – ask local people
what they want to do/see there.

5 Actions:

5.1 Transport Management Actions for Site Operator
• How to get there information: Information on the website of
the site owner (i.e. Out of the Blue) highlighting local walking
and cycling routes and transit links; emphasising lack of
local parking. Site map, access issues, bus routes, journey
planning apps.
• Signage: Artistic signage from local transit stops to the site.
Could be incorporated into a street project. Artwork could
be installed on and around the site.
• Way finding signage: Bath Street is a main thoroughfare
between the High Street and the beach. The site could
sign post to the beach and vice versa – spreading the
economic benefits of people visiting, encouraging them to
walk.
• Shared Street space: Turn Bath Street into a quiet street or
shared street. Give permits to residents, no other parking
permitted, local traffic only, with infrastructure remodelled to
prioritise walkers and cyclists.
• Improve active travel environment: Ensure safe crossings,
easy cycling, quitter/convenient routes from transit stops.
• Bike parking: At front of building.
• Inclusion and accessibility: Thought needs to be given to
accessibility for disabled people – what are their needs? Will
this feed into a needs-based parking strategy/procedure?
Will they be able to get in the door? Portobello has existing
issues with accessibility – disrepair, dropped curbs, etc.
make it hard for some people to access amenities and
paths. Local Resident: “Design for the young and old.”
• Target local schools to visit by foot: The site would present
an opportunity for the local Primary school to take class
trips. It’s a walkable distance.
• Upgrade major routes to the site: Improve overall
accessibility, walkability and cyclability of the area. Look
at the street scape to identify obvious issues and create
smoother, clearer local routes for walking and cycling.
At present, some paths are only wide enough for 1 way
pedestrian traffic (they can’t pass each other) – could the
pavement be widened? Also, there’s a missing link on the

•
•
•

NCN route between Portobello and the Old Town –improve
signage.
Add trees and foliage to the area and improve walking/
cycling experience.
Support pedestrian prioritisation on all local streets that link
High Street to the Promenade. Local Resident: “Bath Street
should be shared because it has community functions.”
Use the development as a catalyst for a reimagining of Bath
Street: A transformational project, not just little solutions.
Local Resident: “We’ve almost reached a critical point on
Bath Street with the parking and traffic issues – we would
be justified to do something special and beautiful that made
the street nice to walk and cycle on.” Make Bath Street a
key active travel link.

Possible actions
Install Bike parking
Upgrade the paving
A neighbourhood
street redesign
project
Conduct a wider survey
to see how residents
would like to see The
George used
Improve signage and
mapping for cycling
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6 Conclusions

The following major themes emerged from the focus group:
6.1 Strong resistance to the idea of demolishing the
building
People expressed an emotional attachment to the building.
There was a sense that the building helped to define the
neighbourhood and street, and that if it was lost, it could never
be replaced. The focus group wanted to see the bulding come
back into regular use.
6.2 Support for use of the site for community space
The focus group were strongly supportive of The George
being developed for a use that was of benefit to the community.
People felt that there was insufficient space in Portobello for
the arts and community functions. There was concern that
changing the site to residential would represent the loss of a
very valuable potential amenity.
6.3 Awareness of need for more community and work
spaces in the area
There is a significant demand for arts space within the City of
Edinburgh and with ever more liberal working conditions and
digital connectivity, there are increasing opportunities for people
to work more flexibly. Greater provision of versatile workspaces
could reduce the need for travel further afield.
6.4 Agreement on the commercial viability of the
proposal
Residents felt strongly that there was a demand for such an
amenity as an arts venue. Portobello has a strong community
and large number of people live nearby in Edinburgh.
6.5 Transport Viability
Similar venues such as The Cameo, The Drill Hall, The Film
House and The Dominion are successful, and also show how
localised arts and entertainment amenities can thrive without
needing to provide ample car parking.

6.6 Concern about existing transport (traffic and parking)
issues
Residents discussed the current challenges related to traffic
and parking on Bath Street and surrounding streets. While keen
to conserve a rich, diverse neighbourhood so close to the High
Street, there is agreement that some of the pressures that
transport brings are already recurring issues for local residents
and visitors.
6.7 Concern about potential transport issues and ideas
for mitigating potential issues
Local residents felt that every action possible must be taken
to mitigate against new demand for parking within the network
of streets surrounding The George. This could take the form
of a range of measures including actions for an operator
(such as Out of the Blue) to take, incentives for residents and a
potential redesign of the street.
6.8 Requests for broader re-imagining of the area,
specifically Bath Street, into a more accessible, shared
use space
Revisiting the design of the neighbourhood surrounding The
George could result in a more people-friendly place that
people passing through treat with more sensitivity. Streets that
are pleasurable to walk and cycle along may encourage
people to choose to travel in more sustainable ways. An
enhancement of the area could also provide a boost to the
local economy.
6.9 Calls for more consultation
The focus group were aware that the wider community
should be involved in any proposals to bring The George back
into use as a community facility whether that be an arts space
or another desirable similar amenity.

